
(i)

we've been sitting still

for something like forty minutes

   inert,   here and claustrophobic

  paused we disown a violent 

 thought flow of skin burns 

   placed disorderly on hidden

bodies of a series of passing 

 strangers somehow complicit 

in language bars of iron and 

   steel, a monetary and numerical

 trapping slit around our throats

 drifting in smoke calm away as 

  frost sketched wild plants are sitting

still for something like forty years



(ii)

   in the movements

   wiggle

  of blood bound hormones 

 craving cat gut violin strings

our uppermost

sweat glands

  and tremolo tones

 these tangential colours

    named alphabetically

     know that skin 

   is quickly unmasked

  we shame

 our skeletons

 our whispering

 and curses



(iii)

  shouting at seagulls

    in time-lapse      craved

 a flesh of tissue fabric

 embroidered around photographs left

a lone point of pressure

 applied in a dream time panic

      and flex

  it's not a case of

     trying to impress

 collected gestures and comments

   mount a counterpoint clear

     on evening sky and smile

 but an observation of 

      indents left under boxes

  on the carpet

    a piece of wallpaper

 where a portrait once hung

        a fragment of lace



(iv)

  low, what is meant

   on fishnet link outs

 a curve dimple slow

we won't be going home 

 a solace pulse they claim

how to exploit

   that whistling noise of

     trains passing by here

   works are marking chances 

      bound out of promises

    warranty signature and levelled

 don't look like that

   when wanton flavours

crafted at angles so

      silken left at docks

       travel expenses

     all our assurances disowned



(v)

  we can last forever

    in a place never been 

 sliced perfectly as moments

     drifted slick on oil  

  towards each next second

       longed for

silver ware air-loomed because 

   it is willed

 craved as a restorative 

    fixtures in this basement forever

even before

  

  eternally squeezing a half smile

 there and then and shaded in pencil

glowing in singular

     shattered jewels of green biro

  milk topped memory tinfoil

    squealing explanations

       clown fold love of

           ever-soft

 always in a basement



(vi)

    explanation of a language point

  beyond coffee and luxury fabrics

   naming and categorising government

    transgressions and censorship,  break

for respite from ghosts / they sing

     in these hissing pipes / 

 if our civilian status

       when written out in scratches and ink

  touches against responsibility

          a slow focus of behaviour 

            an insistence on tax expenditure 

 not animal fat resistance  

   where a passion for jazz

     has to leak out,  beyond voting blocks

a required lock

   lost in rhythm beat,   go sing 

    soft as boys,  canvas 

   claw and ink to skin 

  remember to come home my dear

 this isn't a foreign land 

      demons this is invisible 

           inevitably 



(vii)

  everyone in an airport 

    is a ghost

 shell cut loose   seven times over

     dreaming of felt tip  skys

 pitched on a tangent, legislature 

       deowned,  disvalued,  emboldened 

shaded tones voided of concrete take off

 every time eyes open 

   inside departure lounge 

this condensation of people

  into numbers is accelerated

   to points  -   singular compressed

      dimension free entities 

 and customer service be damned 

all magna carte table set 

     limited edition crockery set 

        and match-point 



(viii)

    infinite winding straight lines

 all topology is equal in evening

      water link people watching history

  sat forever with a together place 

     loaned a soft food place / time

promise of ancient point of focus

        craving something homeward 

 yet encased moments lined up in chains 

      vista vault and tantamount 

sonics of light refracted fissures in an eye

         bound cloister to detail 

 crushed beyond a point of fact

       information removal composite



(ix)

    out east

        mixture and photosynthesis

  a light bringer, a soft 

      syncing beats to sea

 cliff edge and a crow flies

     (they saw two)

  light, everything with fish

      saw chips in oil

 slick glowing soon 

        our time illuminated

 for light cord told to 

    be a pentagram of

infinitude 



(x)

  a flesh detail conducting

      mouth increase and a line

drawn across a coast, an ocean 

     tangles of glistening thread

craving a tone of total light

    a shift morphed for

      avatar refraction

        clone denial in force

     slipped sigil sideways

   located all effort

       as a local derivative 

          clocked up against

      time toned sonics

a lust forever under skin 

  on a hair's edge

     cooled to a condensate 



(xi)

   who breathes on woodwork

 construction patterns bound against

   defence mechanisms and salt lock

everything drawn to one letter 'A'

     we could zero in on an evertune 

 crisped to breaking moments, filters

      fabricating our very local problems

into geocentric orbit, layered, denoted 

   as a peculiar concentration of eye 

movement, walking towards closing

    doors of superpower, praying to fox gods 

 wrapped in confessional underwear, a 

       whole calendar  soaked in water

tainted rose, prickled finger gloved 

           to own all unnecessary micro 

  transactions  of she who shall

     wink on a plant of green



(xii)

    a moment wherein we create

 fire to shatter a pain ingrown 

  could every chance bleach

a focus point, a craving

    longed for appetite

 snared against liquid apple

    glowing sunlight

      those teflon flinched prayers

 scrunched up

     into a ball of dense iron

  molten against skin

    taken to court and thrown

and as curves are cast in air

  a remaining problem stares back

 without a speck of alteration

        perhaps


